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A brief recap of auditing.

Why the traditional audit is not longer good
enough.

The critical elements of the Investment Grade
Audit (IGA) that really make the difference.

Why the IGA is fundamental to risk management.
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In the beginning …

Started in France over 100 years ago
1962 The Survey  [prices to low to make it viable]

1970’s Convincing Congress that engineers could predict energy savings

Saving Schoolhouse Energy project

1977 Regulations – CPA

1978 Regulations for a traditional energy audit

1981 Revised regulations

1980-90   CGC expanded its work:  20 countries;

29,000 employees doing PC
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Our surveys kept looking for

equipment/modifications that

would save energy. [period]

Gradually we began to recognize that
was not enough.
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The Wake-Up Call

Texas A&M University study:  off
an AVERAGE of 25%

Achieved savings ranged from 5.5% to
414% of predicted savings!
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Facilities and process are part of your clients
investment portfolio

An energy audit should inform the client how to
enhance that portfolio through energy efficiency

Would you invest in an audit that  may be off 94.5%?
Or 414%?

T h a t  i s  n o t  a n  “ i n v e s t m e n t  g r a d e ”  e n e r g y  a u d i t !
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... is a snap shot

... assumes all conditions
      will stay the same
... pretends paybacks are the  
      same in varying conditions
... ignores the human element
... is just not good enough anymore

The Traditional Energy Audit
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       Is the payback for a given    
    measure always the same . . .
 even in two similar facilities?

How do we gauge the difference?
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subjective judgment on the  
people factors

assess the people impact on 
paybacks

how great is the uncertainty; risks

other mitigating strategies; cost

The IGA goes beyond science
and becomes an art.
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                              .  management's real commitment to energy
                                 efficiency

                         .  occupant behavior

                     .  operations and maintenance (O&M) manpower, 
                       skills, training needs

               .  equipment constraints due to O&M limitations

           .  conditions of energy-related mechanical equipment

       .  budget allocations for repairs and replacement

  .  attitude of O&M to energy program

Key factors to weigh...
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Convert issues and human
 factors to "price tags"

Add in actual cost of money and
 net present value

Adding financial aspects is what
 puts "investment" in the IGA

ADDING IN THE

FINANCIAL COMPONENT
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Predictive Consistency
Determining factor:

The savings from a quality IGA should fall

 within + 10% of predictions.
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Need more information?

Fall of 2003, the Association of Energy
Engineers will publish

The Investment Grade Energy Audit:
Making Smart Energy Decisions

By

Shirley J. Hansen, Ph.D. and

James W. Brown, P.E.
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Any questions?

 Comments?

Thoughts?


